
Choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka
Choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka
Choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka
Choof choof wo oh oh oh!

We’re on the train and we’re going away to the jungle
We’re on the train and we’re going away to the sea
Just you and me for a wonderful holiday
We’ll sing and we’ll dance all day in the sunlight
Day in the sunlight!
We’ll swim and we’ll splash about and be free
Just you and me 
Wo oh! Oh oh!
Choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka
Choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka
Choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka
Choof choof wo oh oh oh,
Choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka
Choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka
Choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka
Choof choof wo oh oh oh!

We’re alright cause we’re off on a big adventure
On a big adventure!
We’re all set got some sandwiches for our tea
Sandwiches for our tea
Just you and me
Just you and me 
It’s a wonderful holiday                                          Woh!
We smile and we wave at the people together
People together!
We cheer as the train gathers up speed
Train gathers up speed
The horn blows choof choof                                   Choof choof
Choof choof

Choof choof choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka 
Choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka
Choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka
Choof choof wo oh oh oh!
Choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka 
Choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka
Choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka
Choof choof wo oh oh oh!

If you close your eyes and believe                            Oh!
You can be anywhere you want to be
As long as it’s you and me 
Together                                          Together
Together                                                                    Wo oh oh oh!
Together                                         Together
Together     
Together wo oh oh oh!
Choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka
Choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka
Choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka
Choof choof wo oh oh oh!

Some may say  
Choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka
That this train    
Choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka
Is a climbing frame   
Choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka
That doesn’t move                                        Choof choof wo oh oh oh!
But if you close your eyes and believe
Choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka
You can be anywhere you want to be                   
Choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka
As long as it’s you and me
Choof choof chakka chakka chakka chakka
Choof choof
Together                                                                    Wo oh oh oh!
Choof choof!
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Testo: F. Donovan / Musica: F. Donovan

CHOOF
THE TRAIN


